
KEY FEATURES

CAMINO PRO WALL RANGE  HOOD

PROFESSIONAL CHIMNEY STYLE HOOD.  The Camino Pro is the first TRUE Pro chimney 
hood by Faber. This hood is designed to handle the rigors of PRO cooking! Featuring: 24" 
canopy depth, 600 or 1200 CFM's with all metal impellers, auto on heat sensor, restaurant style 
baffle filters and a removable grease rail.  All of this plus an advanced one button rainbow control.

AVAILABLE MODELS
Model # Size / Color CFM Motor Class Sound Levels (sones)

CAPR36SS600 36 Stainless 600 CFM 2.8 - 7.5 sones

CAPR36SS1200 36 Stainless 1200 CFM 5.0 - 12.0 sones

CAPR48SS1200 48 Stainless 1200 CFM 5.0 - 12.0 sones

Rainbow Control 
LED back light color changes 
with speeds and features. Press to        
activate the LED lights and dimmer.

Pro Baffle Filters
Dishwasher safe SS metal     
filters capture grease and 
allow for easy clean up in 

the dishwasher.

Pro Motor
The motor in this hood is 
surrounded in metal with 
all metal impellers for top 
performance .

Self Start Heat Sensor
When the hood is off, if the stove 
temperature reaches a certain 
level, the hood automatically 
comes on.  
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WARNING! Product specifications are subject to 
change without notification. Consult the installation 
instructions before you begin installing this range 
hood. * Check local make up air codes for guidelines.

min / max ceiling height CHIM**24 -  7' 7''  -  8' 11 7/8
CHIM**48 -  8' 11  -  10' 11 7/8 

convertible to ductless / 
recirculating yes – WITH FILTER1 / FILTER1LL

canopy depth / height 24”| 18” 

controls (underneath) 4 Speed Rainbow electronic knob

pro motor (metal impellers) yes

lighting 2 or 4 X 5 (W) LED

ducting top / rear (Vari-Duct) 
(600 CFM) 6" round (rear vent on CAPR36SS600)

ducting top (1200 CFM) (2) 6" round OR (1) 10" round 
transition - 5'' high

grease filters dishwasher safe stainless steel 
pro baffle 

self start heat sensor yes

10 delay auto shut off yes

PERFORMANCE (600 CFM)
SPEED 1 2 3 BOOST

CFM 150 295 395 560

Sones 2.8 4.3 6.0 7.5

# FILTER1 –  
Charcoal Filter Kit
High quality charcoal filter for use 
when recirculating the air back into 
the kitchen. Filters out odor and 
should be replaced every 6 months.

# FILTER1LL –  
Long Lasting Charcoal Filter Kit
New washable charcoal filter can be 

recharged and washed up to 8 times. For 
use when recirculating the air back into 
the kitchen. Filters out odor and can last 
up to 4 years.

# MUDAMPER6 / MUDAMPER8 / 
MUDAMPER10 –  
Universal Make-Up Air Damper
Satisfies make-up air requirements, this kit uses 
an air switch to activate the make-up air damper 
to open and bring fresh air into the home when 
the hood fan is on. It then closes tightly when 
the hood is off. The CFM level is not reduced 
with this accessory.

CAMINO PRO WALL RANGE  HOOD

# CFMRED  (use for 600 cfm)  
CFM Reducer Kit*
For use in make up air areas where an 
under 300 cfm hood is required. This 
kit reduces the ducting to 5” round and 
reduces the cfm to under 300.

# CFMRED2 (use for 600 cfm)
CFM Reducer Kit*
For use in make up air environments 
where an under 400 cfm hood is re-
quired. This kit reduces the ducting to 
5” round and reduces the cfm from 400 
to under.

  CHIM2224    CHIM2248      CHIM3424      CHIM3448  

   CAPR36         CAPR36         CAPR48          CAPR48

     8' - 9'              9' - 11'              8' - 9'            9' - 11'Ceiling

Use with
Model #

Camino Chimneys (2 piece telescopic chimney covers) 
Reaches 8 - 9 foot ceilings OR 9 - 11 foot ceilings - 2 solid chimneys that slide in and 
out of each other to achieve the desired height 

CAMINO CHIMNEY KIT HEIGHTS (SOLD SEPARATELY)

36" DIMENSION

48" DIMENSION

36" - 6'' ROUND REAR 
VENTING


